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My Abandonment
New York Times bestselling author Allison Brennan weaves the intimate,
unputdownable story of an investigator confronting the most important--and most
dangerous--mystery of her career. Investigative reporter Max Revere has cracked
many cases, but the one investigation she's never attempted is the mystery from
her own past. Her mother abandoned her when she was nine, sending her periodic
postcards, but never returning to reclaim her daughter. Seven years after the
postcards stop coming, Martha Revere is declared legally dead, with no sign of
what may have happened to her. Until now. With a single clue—that her mother’s
car disappeared sixteen years ago in a small town on the Chesapeake Bay—Max
drops everything to finally seek the truth. As Max investigates, and her mother's
story unfolds, she realizes that Martha teamed up with a con man. They traveled
the world living off Martha’s trust and money they conned from others. Though no
one claims to know anything about Martha or her disappearance, Max suspects
more than one person is lying. When she learns the FBI has an active investigation
into the con man, Max knows she’s on the right path. But as Max digs into the dark
secrets of this idyllic community, the only thing she might find is the same violent
end as her mother.

Recovery of Your Inner Child
From the New York Times–bestselling author of My Brilliant Friend, this novel of a
deserted wife’s descent into despair—and rage—is “a masterpiece” (The
Philadelphia Inquirer). The Days of Abandonment is the gripping story of an Italian
woman’s experiences after being suddenly left by her husband after fifteen years
of marriage. With two young children to care for, Olga finds it more and more
difficult to do the things she used to: keep a spotless house, cook meals with
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creativity and passion, refrain from using obscenities. After running into her
husband with his much-younger new lover in public, she cannot even refrain from
assaulting him physically. In a “raging, torrential voice” (The New York Times),
Olga conveys her journey from denial to devastating emptiness—and when she
finds herself literally trapped within the four walls of their high-rise apartment, she
is forced to confront her ghosts, the potential loss of her own identity, and the
possibility that life may never return to normal. “Intelligent and darkly comic.”
—Publishers Weekly “Remarkable, lucid, austerely honest.” —The New Yorker

The Adult Chair
In "Abandoned America: Dismantling the Dream," internationally acclaimed
photographer Matthew Christopher continues his examination of the ruins dotting
American cities as quiet catastrophes that have affected not only the nation's past
but also its present and future.

Abandoned Futures
What do you do when you realize your mother doesn't want youand you're only
five years old? Find out in this graphic narrative as Dr. Annie Hurley shares her
personal story of childhood abandonment, a life that entailed years of poverty,
fear, hunger, loneliness- and unimaginable physical and sexual abuse. Annie's
journey led her through over thirty different home living situations, including
several years of residing with her mother, whose love and attention Annie craved
above all else. Yet instead of living secure in her mother's love and protection,
Annie lived in fear and emotional torment on a daily basis. Though she always
believed God was real, and even caught supernatural glimpses of Him along the
way, Annie could never seem to find the relationship with Him she longed for.
Finally, when a high school teacher invited Annie to hear a Christian speaker, Annie
prayed to receive Jesus. This life-altering event set her on a path toward healing,
deliverance, and restoration, where she learned.How to renew her mind to the
Word of God. How to find her true identity in Christ. How to break free from
torment through the power of forgiveness. How to overcome rejection through
receiving Jesus' love. How to exchange Satan's lies for God's truth. How to keep
her children free from the issues of her past. How to know God as a Father to the
fatherless Evil is real and it exists in this world; Annie's story proves it. More
importantly, it proves that no matter how deep the enemy assaults, Jesus' love is
deeper still. Nothing can separate us from that love, or the faithfulness of a
heavenly Father who offers hope and healing to all who will reach out to Him and
ask for His guidance to peace and freedom.

Overcoming Fear of Abandonment
In April 1992 a young man from a well-to-do family hitchhiked to Alaska and
walked alone into the wilderness north of Mt. McKinley. His name was Christopher
Johnson McCandless. He had given $25,000 in savings to charity, abandoned his
car and most of his possessions, burned all the cash in his wallet, and invented a
new life for himself. Four months later, his decomposed body was found by a
moose hunter. How McCandless came to die is the unforgettable story of Into the
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Wild. Immediately after graduating from college in 1991, McCandless had roamed
through the West and Southwest on a vision quest like those made by his heroes
Jack London and John Muir. In the Mojave Desert he abandoned his car, stripped it
of its license plates, and burned all of his cash. He would give himself a new name,
Alexander Supertramp, and , unencumbered by money and belongings, he would
be free to wallow in the raw, unfiltered experiences that nature presented. Craving
a blank spot on the map, McCandless simply threw the maps away. Leaving behind
his desperate parents and sister, he vanished into the wild. Jon Krakauer constructs
a clarifying prism through which he reassembles the disquieting facts of
McCandless's short life. Admitting an interst that borders on obsession, he
searches for the clues to the dries and desires that propelled McCandless. Digging
deeply, he takes an inherently compelling mystery and unravels the larger riddles
it holds: the profound pull of the American wilderness on our imagination; the
allure of high-risk activities to young men of a certain cast of mind; the complex,
charged bond between fathers and sons. When McCandless's innocent mistakes
turn out to be irreversible and fatal, he becomes the stuff of tabloid headlines and
is dismissed for his naiveté, pretensions, and hubris. He is said to have had a death
wish but wanting to die is a very different thing from being compelled to look over
the edge. Krakauer brings McCandless's uncompromising pilgrimage out of the
shadows, and the peril, adversity , and renunciation sought by this enigmatic
young man are illuminated with a rare understanding--and not an ounce of
sentimentality. Mesmerizing, heartbreaking, Into the Wild is a tour de force. The
power and luminosity of Jon Krakauer's stoytelling blaze through every page. From
the Trade Paperback edition.

Mark Z. Danielewski's House of Leaves
Everyone thrives on love, comfort, and the safety of family, friends, and
community. But if you are denied these basic comforts early in life, whether
through a lack of physical affection or emotional bonding, you may develop intense
fears of abandonment that can last well into adulthood—fears so powerful that
they can actually cause you to push people away. If you suffer from fears of
abandonment, you may have underlying feelings of anger, shame, fear, anxiety,
depression, and grief. These emotions are intense and painful, and when they
surface they can lead to a number of negative behaviors, such as jealousy,
clinging, and emotional blackmail. In Love Me, Don’t Leave Me, therapist Michelle
Skeen combines acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT), schema therapy, and
dialectical behavioral therapy (DBT) to help you identify the root of your fears. In
this book you’ll learn how schema coping behaviors—deeply entrenched and
automatic behaviors rooted in childhood experiences and fears—can take over and
cause you to inadvertently sabotage your relationships. By recognizing these
coping behaviors and understanding their cause, you will not only gain powerful
insights into your own mind, but also into the minds of those around you. If you are
ready to break the self-fulfilling cycle of mistrust, clinginess, and heartbreak and
start building lasting, trusting relationships, this book will be your guide.

The Lost Pianos of Siberia
Discusses the five stages of abandonment individuals experience after a breakup
or the loss of a loved one, and provides strategies for building a new life and new
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relationships.

The Phantom Tollbooth
A journey through a land where Milo learns the importance of words and numbers
provides a cure for his boredom.

Taming Your Outer Child
Traces the author's experiences as an illegal child immigrant, describing her
father's violent alcoholism, her efforts to obtain a higher education, and the
inspiration of Latina authors.

The Journey from Abandonment to Healing
The fear of abandonment typically results in a person unintentionally engaging in
behaviors that push other people away, thus leading to their worst fear.. that of
being abandoned. Then being abandoned causes the person to fear it even more in
the future. There enlies the problem of this type of fear being a self-perpetuating
downward spiral that can only get worse and worse - unless You decide to do
something about it. Of course it's recommended to work with a therapist to resolve
and diminish your fears, but that's not all you can do. Through a little effort, you
may be able to work through these issues on your own. This book is meant to help
serve you as a self-help guide to working through the fear of abandonment, so that
you may finally be able to build flourishing and healthy relationships without
panicking about what may or may not happen in the future. Let's get started!

Black Swan
A former prime minister of Great Britain describes the difficult choices he had to
make, candidly revealing what it means to hold a position of great power in today's
world, in an account full of surprising insights into a host of world leaders, including
presidents George W. Bush and Bill Clinton. Reprint. A best-selling memoir.

The Distance Between Us
Don't Call Me Mother
This definitive portrait of American diplomacy reveals how the concept of the West
drove twentieth-century foreign policy, how it fell from favor, and why it is worth
saving. Throughout the twentieth century, many Americans saw themselves as
part of Western civilization, and Western ideals of liberty and self-government
guided American diplomacy. But today, other ideas fill this role: on one side, a
technocratic "liberal international order," and on the other, the illiberal nationalism
of "America First." In The Abandonment of the West, historian Michael Kimmage
shows how the West became the dominant idea in US foreign policy in the first half
of the twentieth century -- and how that consensus has unraveled. We must revive
the West, he argues, to counter authoritarian challenges from Russia and China.
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This is an urgent portrait of modern America's complicated origins, its emergence
as a superpower, and the crossroads at which it now stands.

A Journey
Explains how to experience at first hand the portion of one's personality that feels
emotions and is playful, and tells how to use this experience for personal healing

The Abandonment of the West
A powerful workshop-in-a-book for healing from loss One day everything is fine.
The next, you find yourself without everything you took for granted. Love has
turned sour. The people you depended on have let you down. You feel you’ll never
love again. But there is a way out. In The Abandonment Recovery Workbook, the
only book of its kind, psychotherapist and abandonment expert Susan Anderson
explores the seemingly endless pain of heartbreak and shows readers how to
break free—whether the heartbreak comes from a divorce, a breakup, a death, or
the loss of friendship, health, a job, or a dream. From the first shock of despair
through the waves of hopelessness to the tentative efforts to make new
connections, The Abandonment Recovery Workbook provides an itinerary for
recovery. A manual for individuals or support groups, it includes exercises that the
author has tested and developed through her decades of expertise in
abandonment recovery. Anderson provides concrete recovery tools and exercises
to discover and heal underlying issues, identify self-defeating behaviors of mistrust
and insecurity, and build self-esteem. Guiding you through the five stages of your
journey—shattering, withdrawal, internalizing, rage, and lifting—this book (a new
edition of Anderson’s Journey from Heartbreak to Connection) serves as a source of
strength. You will come away with a new sense of self—a self with an increased
capacity to love. Praise for Susan Anderson’s The Journey from Abandonment to
Healing: “If there can be a pill to cure the heartbreak of rejection, this book may be
it.” — Rabbi Harold Kushner, bestselling author of When Bad Things Happen to
Good People

China Doll
While American music icon Nola Sands is on a goodwill concert tour in China, a
baby is thrust into her arms. Nola's well-orchestrated life is thrown out of orbit as
she bonds with the infant and resolves to save her from death in the dumping
ground of China's orphanages.

Vita
NOW A MAJOR FILM, LEAVE NO TRACE, DIRECTED BY DEBRA GRANIK AND
STARRING BEN FOSTER AND THOMASIN HARCOURT MCKENZIE A thirteen-year-old
girl and her father live in Forest Park, an enormous nature preserve in Portland,
Oregon. They inhabit an elaborate cave shelter, wash in a nearby creek, store
perishables at the water’s edge, use a makeshift septic system, tend a garden,
even keep a library of sorts. Once a week they go to the city to buy groceries and
otherwise merge with the civilized world. But one small mistake allows a
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backcountry jogger to discover them, which derails their entire existence,
ultimately provoking a deeper flight. Inspired by a true story and told through the
startlingly sincere voice of its young narrator, Caroline, My Abandonment is a
riveting journey into life at the margins and a mesmerizing tale of survival and
hope.

Desperate Journeys, Abandoned Souls
The Adult Chair is more than a book, or a tool, or a process. It is an entirely new
way to see your world, your relationships, your career, and your life.

The Journey from Abandonment to Healing: Revised and
Updated
Begin your path to healing and overcome feelings of abandonment with this
profound guide. Are you suffering from a feeling of abandonment? Do you want to
turn your life around, overcome grief or loss, and begin your road to recovery?
Looking for heartfelt and insightful strategies to help you create a new path? Then
this book is for you. Abandonment can mean many things. Whether it's the loss of
a family member, a long-time relationship falling apart, or even the fear of
abandonment happening in the future, this feeling can damage our lives and leave
deep-seated emotional scars. But now, this audiobook offers you a path to healing.
With heartfelt advice, insightful strategies, and a breakdown of the five stages of
abandonment, inside you'll find a practical roadmap for overcoming feelings of
abandonment and putting your life back on track. With reference to coping with
grief, dealing with betrayal and loneliness, and much more, The Journey from
Abandonment to Healing is perfect for anyone looking to create positive, lasting
change. Here's what you'll find inside: Understanding Abandonment and How It
Impacts Us What Does Abandonment Mean, and How Can We Cope With It? How To
Reconcile With The Past and Move Forward With Life Powerful Strategies For
Healing and Practicing Forgiveness Overcoming Grief, Betrayal, Loneliness and
More Uncovering The 5 Stages of Abandonment And Much More No matter what
difficulties or feelings of abandonment you face, this guide offers you real
strategies for coming to terms with the past and moving forward with your life.
Discover how to cope with harmful emotions, understand the five stages of
abandonment, and begin your path to healing today. Buy now to discover how to
heal from abandonment.

THE JOURNEY FROM ABANDONMENT TO HEALING 2.0. My Heart
Hurts!
An astonishing story that puts a human face on the ongoing debate about
immigration reform in the United States, now updated with a new Epilogue and
Afterword, photos of Enrique and his family, an author interview, and more—the
definitive edition of a classic of contemporary America Based on the Los Angeles
Times newspaper series that won two Pulitzer Prizes, one for feature writing and
another for feature photography, this page-turner about the power of family is a
popular text in classrooms and a touchstone for communities across the country to
engage in meaningful discussions about this essential American subject. Enrique’s
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Journey recounts the unforgettable quest of a Honduran boy looking for his mother,
eleven years after she is forced to leave her starving family to find work in the
United States. Braving unimaginable peril, often clinging to the sides and tops of
freight trains, Enrique travels through hostile worlds full of thugs, bandits, and
corrupt cops. But he pushes forward, relying on his wit, courage, hope, and the
kindness of strangers. As Isabel Allende writes: “This is a twenty-first-century
Odyssey. If you are going to read only one nonfiction book this year, it has to be
this one.” Praise for Enrique’s Journey “Magnificent . . . Enrique’s Journey is about
love. It’s about family. It’s about home.”—The Washington Post Book World “[A]
searing report from the immigration frontlines . . . as harrowing as it is
heartbreaking.”—People (four stars) “Stunning . . . As an adventure narrative
alone, Enrique’s Journey is a worthy read. . . . Nazario’s impressive piece of
reporting [turns] the current immigration controversy from a political story into a
personal one.”—Entertainment Weekly “Gripping and harrowing . . . a story
begging to be told.”—The Christian Science Monitor “[A] prodigious feat of
reporting . . . [Sonia Nazario is] amazingly thorough and intrepid.”—Newsday

Abandoned Love
From acclaimed journalist Sophy Roberts, a journey through one of the harshest
landscapes on earth—where music reveals the deep humanity and the rich history
of Siberia Siberia’s story is traditionally one of exiles, penal colonies and unmarked
graves. Yet there is another tale to tell. Dotted throughout this remote land are
pianos—grand instruments created during the boom years of the nineteenth
century, as well as humble, Soviet-made uprights that found their way into equally
modest homes. They tell the story of how, ever since entering Russian culture
under the westernizing influence of Catherine the Great, piano music has run
through the country like blood. How these pianos traveled into this snow-bound
wilderness in the first place is testament to noble acts of fortitude by governors,
adventurers and exiles. Siberian pianos have accomplished extraordinary feats,
from the instrument that Maria Volkonsky, wife of an exiled Decembrist
revolutionary, used to spread music east of the Urals, to those that brought
reprieve to the Soviet Gulag. That these instruments might still exist in such a
hostile landscape is remarkable. That they are still capable of making music in farflung villages is nothing less than a miracle. The Lost Pianos of Siberia is largely a
story of music in this fascinating place, fol-lowing Roberts on a three-year
adventure as she tracks a number of different instruments to find one whose
history is definitively Siberian. Her journey reveals a desolate land inhabited by
wild tigers and deeply shaped by its dark history, yet one that is also profoundly
beautiful—and peppered with pianos.

Bailout
Photographer Tong Lam explores answers to the question what would the end of
the world look like? From Hashima Island off the coast of Japan to the despair of a
crumbling industrial Detroit, his photographs deliver myriad answers. It's not all
bad news though, and the photographs are far more inspiring than one might
expect. As human industry fails and decay takes over, nature starts to move in.
Trees miraculously thrive amidst the rubble as various flora springs from industrial
waste. Yes, the ghostly asylums and decaying sanatoriums will delight postPage 7/13
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apocalyptic impulses, but entropy's low ebb often has an upshot in Lam s bright
open photographs. Nothing is spared from ruin, as the military industrial
complexes and medieval castles are given the same treatment by the indomitable,
grinding forces of the universe.

Abandoned America
A Prize-winning MemoirDont Call Me Mother: Breaking the Chain of MotherDaughter Abandonment I wanted to tell the secret stories that my greatgrandmother Blanche whispered to me on summer nights in a featherbed in Iowa. I
was eight and she was eighty Dont Call Me Mother is an inspiring chronicle of
perseverance, healing, and the unquenchable power of forgiveness. Acclaimed
author and therapist Linda Joy Myerss compelling, compassionate, and often heartwrenching memoir shares the story of her mothers abandonment of her, part of a
generations-long tradition in her family. Myers uncovers the layers of a painful
secret she carried with her for years, transporting us on a journey that is both
familiar and uncompromising in its honesty a journey into the inner heart of a
home shattered by abandonment and undiagnosed manic-depressionand a quest
for the fulfillment of a childhood dream for a peaceful and loving family.

Abandonment Recovery Workbook
Explores the lives of survivors who were shipwrecked, banished, or abandoned
during the past several centuries

Abandoned
The fear of abandonment is one of our most primal fears, and deservedly so. Its
pain is often overwhelming, and can leave its mark on the rest of your life. In the
midst of the hurt, it’s hard to see an end to your feelings of rejection, shame, and
betrayal. In this updated edition of the groundbreaking book, Susan Anderson, a
therapist who has specialized in helping people with loss, heartbreak, and
abandonment for more than thirty years, shares recent discoveries in neuroscience
that help put your pain in perspective. It is designed to help all victims of
emotional breakups—whether you are suffering from a recent loss, or a lingering
wound from the past; whether you are caught up in patterns that sabotage your
own relationships, or you’re in a relationship in which you no longer feel loved.
From the first stunning blow to starting over, it provides a complete program for
abandonment recovery. Going beyond comforting words to promote real change,
this healing process will help you work through the five universal stages of
abandonment—shattering, withdrawal, internalizing, rage, lifting—by
understanding their biochemical and behavioral origins and implications. New
hands-on exercises for improving your life will teach you how to manage the
inevitable pain, then go on to build a whole new concept of self, increase your
capacity for love, and find new love on a deeper and richer level than ever before.

Abandoned Malls of America
All of us need some kind of guidance when were navigating through the brutal,
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savage, vicious winds and storms of life. Yet never before has there been a time
when we have been so confused, befuddled, and confounded in finding our way
out of various dark and foggy conditions. Where can we find the light to guide us
forward? In The Lighthouse of Words, author and reverend Sylvester T. Gillespie
explores these shady, vague, and dark places that have taken up residence in the
canyons of our minds. Because we have allowed ourselves to be overwhelmed by
this darkness, we are now lost in what has become a strange land in which to live.
Yet from the Bible emanates a light that can show us the way of truth and
righteousness, and in Gods Word we can seek the refuge we need from todays
world. We can find answers in the darkness that surrounds us, and we can move
from this darkness into the light. Although our lives may be difficult, we can always
turn to God and his Word, the Bible, to find purpose and not let the horrible
experiences define our lives.

The Journey from Abandonment to Healing
“I wanted to tell the secret stories that my great-grandmother Blanche whispered
to me on summer nights in a featherbed in Iowa. I was eight and she was eighty . .
.” At the age of four, a little girl stands on a cold, windy railroad platform in
Wichita, Kansas, watching a train take her mother away. For the rest of her life, her
mother will be an only occasional—and always troubled—visitor who denies her the
love she longs for. Linda Joy Myers’s compassionate, gripping, and soul-searching
memoir tells the story of three generations of daughters who, though determined
to be different from their absent mothers, ultimately follow in their footsteps,
recreating a pattern that they yearn to break. Accompany Linda as she uncovers
family secrets, seeks solace in music, and begins her healing journey—ultimately
transcending the prison of her childhood and finding forgiveness for her family and
herself. This edition includes a new afterword in which Myers confronts her family’s
legacy and comes full circle with her daughter and grandchildren, seeding a new
path for them.

Abandonment to Divine Providence
Reveals the mishandling of the TARP bailout fund, sharing how Geithner and his
team failed to fix flaws in the homeowner relief program and that the government
served Wall Street's interests over the broader public.

The Lost Daughters of China
A family relocates to a small house on Ash Tree Lane and discovers that the inside
of their new home seems to be without boundaries

The World Without Us
Counsels readers on how to break cycles of self-sabotaging behavior in order to
meet healthy goals, offering a series of written and mental exercises designed to
reprogram the brain in such areas as overeating, overspending and
procrastinating.
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Love Me, Don't Leave Me
Have you been abandoned or rejected by someone you loved? Do you still find it
hard to come to terms with the feelings it has created? Would you like to be able to
heal through meditation and a great workbook? Being abandoned or rejected, at
any age, can be a shattering experience that has long term effects that can be
difficult to shake off. It can lead to mental health issues, poor decisions and bad
relationships, but there is hope for anyone who has suffered like this. Inside the
pages of Abandonment Recovery Workbook: Guided Meditation to Breaking the
Chains of Rejection and Abandonment and Achieve Healing for Hurts, Hardships
and Fears, you will learn how to cope with the feelings of abandonment through
chapters that examine: -What affecting abandonmet -Abandonment anxiety -How
abandonmet can change a life -Why practising acceptance is good for you -How to
deal whit fear, criticism and rejection -Building healthier relationships -The power
of forgiveness -And much more When you step back from the issues that have
been caused by rejection, you can see things in a more positive light. And when
you are able to do that your recovery can begin in earnest. With the Abandonment
Recovery Workbook you have a book that has been written specifically to help with
this issue and one that will ultimately see you taking a path to a happier future.

The Journey from Heartbreak to Connection
Designed to help all victims of emotional breakups - whether you are suffering
from a recent loss, or lingering wound. In this book, Susan Anderson, a therapist,
who has specialised in helping people with loss, heartbreak and abandonment for
more than twenty-five years, helps you put that pain in perspective.

The Lighthouse of Words
Black Swan: The Twelve Lessons of Abandonment Recovery is a self help tool, a
supplement for personal growth. "Black Swan is a symbol for healing, a spirit guide
for overcoming the woundedness of adandonment." Twelve lessons for healing
from the loss of love, presented in an allegorical tale of a child who meets a
magical black swan after she is abandoned in the forest by her father. This story
within a story includes the author s own experience with loss. The book provides
emotional and spiritual healing to those going through heartbreak, loss, and
abandonment."

Don't Call Me Mother: Breaking the Chain of Mother-daughter
Abandonment
At once a compelling personal narrative and an evocative portrait of contemporary
China, this also serves as an invaluable guide for readers as they navigate the
process of adopting from China.

The Days of Abandonment
A follow-up volume to The Journey from Abandonment to Healing offers an
effective, supportive abandonment recovery program to designed to help readers
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build new relationships and learn to love and trust once more, presenting a series
of accessible guidelines, techniques, exercises, and signposts for healing. Original.

Into the Wild
God hides behind simple daily activities; finding Him is a matter of surrender to His
will. That's the message of this inspirational classic, which has guided generations
to spiritual peace.

The Abandonment Recovery Workbook
A study of what would happen to Earth if the human presence was removed
examines our legacy for the planet, from the objects that would vanish without
human intervention to those that would become long-lasting remnants of
humankind.

White Fang
Zones of social abandonment are emerging everywhere in Brazil’s big
cities—places like Vita, where the unwanted, the mentally ill, the sick, and the
homeless are left to die. This haunting, unforgettable story centers on a young
woman named Catarina, increasingly paralyzed and said to be mad, living out her
time at Vita. Anthropologist João Biehl leads a detective-like journey to know
Catarina; to unravel the cryptic, poetic words that are part of the "dictionary" she
is compiling; and to trace the complex network of family, medicine, state, and
economy in which her abandonment and pathology took form. An instant classic,
Vita has been widely acclaimed for its bold fieldwork, theoretical innovation, and
literary force. Reflecting on how Catarina’s life story continues, this updated
edition offers the reader a powerful new afterword and gripping new photographs
following Biehl and Eskerod’s return to Vita. Anthropology at its finest, Vita is
essential reading for anyone who is grappling with how to understand the
conditions of life, thought, and ethics in the contemporary world.

Annie, the Girl Nobody Wanted: A Journey from Abandonment
and Abuse to a New Identity in Christ
Door een ontmoeting met een Iers echtpaar in Zuid-Frankrijk realiseert een
geadopteerde vrouw zich dat ze haar biologische moeder wil leren kennen.

Enrique's Journey
What happens when the symbol of commerce crumbles? This collection of nearly
two hundred stunning yet melancholic photos captures the decline of one of the
biggest symbols of American consumerism—the shopping mall. Seph Lawless,
whom Huffington Post refers to as the “master of the abandoned,” details the
dilapidated state of these buildings that were once thriving with people and
merchandise, now left to rot and be overrun with plant and animal life. In
Abandoned Malls of America, Lawless showcases haunting images of shopping
malls from all across America, from his hometown of Cleveland, OH in the Midwest
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to Birmingham, AL in the South and all the way to Los Angeles, CA on the West
Coast. Alongside these beautiful images are first-hand accounts from people who
grew up going to these malls, reminiscing on the dually wistful and fond memories
of their once-favorite local hangouts. These essays include anecdotes from actress
Yvette Nicole Brown (Drake and Josh; Community; etc.), actor Justin Kucsulain (The
Walking Dead), New Yorker investigative journalist Ronan Farrow, and more. In this
follow-up to his previous book, Abandoned, “artivist” Seph Lawless continues his
journey photo-documenting the America left behind in the throes of economic
instability and overall decline. Abandoned Malls of America is a perfect read for
those interested in photography, architecture, or just longing for a little bit of
nostalgia.
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